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	Negation and Speculation Detection (Natural Language Processing), 9789027202161 (9027202168), John Benjamins Publishing, 2019

	Negation and speculation detection is an emerging topic that has attracted the attention of many researchers, and there is clearly a lack of relevant textbooks and survey texts. This book aims to define negation and speculation from a natural language processing perspective, to explain the need for processing these phenomena, to summarise existing research on processing negation and speculation, to provide a list of resources and tools, and to speculate about future developments in this research area. An advantage of this book is that it will not only provide an overview of the state of the art in negation and speculation detection, but will also introduce newly developed data sets and scripts. It will be useful for students of natural language processing subjects who are interested in understanding this task in more depth and for researchers with an interest in these phenomena in order to improve performance in other natural language processing tasks.
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Statistics for Environmental Engineers, Second EditionCRC Press, 2002
The book is well written, easy to read, and interesting, which is no small feat considering the subject matter. The authors have taken considerable steps to make this textbook user-friendly to their intended audience, environmental engineers. … The authors, both recognized experts in civil and sanitary engineering, provide data and problems...

		

Fuzzy Logic: A Practical ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 1994
The last decade has seen a large interest in technologies that have as their motivation some aspect of human function. Some of these, like artificial intelligence, can be seen to be rooted in the psychological domain. Others, like neural networks, genetic algorithms, and evolutionary programming, are inspired by reconsiderations of biological...

		

WebGL Programming Guide: Interactive 3D Graphics Programming with WebGL (OpenGL)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Using WebGL®, you can create sophisticated interactive 3D graphics inside web browsers, without plug-ins. WebGL makes it possible to build a new generation of 3D web games, user interfaces, and information visualization solutions that will run on any standard web browser, and on PCs, smartphones, tablets, game...





	

ExamInsight For CompTIA Security+ Certification Exam SY0-101Total Recall Publications, 2002
Part of the TotalRecall: IT Certification System Series, this new book fills the gap  existing in the complete study aid material available for candidates preparing to set the  CompTIA Security+ Exam. This book covers information associated with each exam  topic in detail and includes information found in no other book.  This manual is designed to...

		

Apple Pro Training Series : Xsan Quick-Reference Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
The only guide to Apple's enterprise-level Storage Area Network solution, fully updated for Tiger and Xsan 1.2.

	
    Xsan is one of the most powerful, flexible and affordable SAN solutions on the market.

    
	
    Handy booklet provides invaluable...




		

Seasonal Patterns of Stress, Immune Function, and DiseaseCambridge University Press, 2002

	Most animals exhibit seasonal variation in their reproduction and survival

	simply because most of them live in environments in which food availability

	varies seasonally. This is true in the tropics as well as at the higher latitudes, but

	at the higher latitudes the combined challenge of food shortage and low temperature

	makes...
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